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Enterprise Paper and EDI Outsourcing Services

EXPLANATION OF BENEFITS

Outsourcing Services: Explanation of Benefits (EOB) 
Ready to eliminate the burden of processing paper forms?  HeC’s Explanation of Benefits (EOB) 
services help hospitals manage documents more quickly, efficiently, and cost-effectively than traditional 
manual processes.  When you outsource to HeC, you get:

•  More cost predictability

•  More labor and processing efficiencies

•  More effective integration to in-house systems

•  More HIPAA EDI and security compliance

More complete services reduce the burden of processing paper forms by transforming paper documents 
into electronic images and EDI transactions. In addition, HeC’s integrated document management (IDM) 
services manage virtually every kind of document and every stage of the document lifecycle.  Invaluable 
HeC services include:

•  Mailroom •  Document management

•  Scanning •  Web-based retrieval

•  OCR •  Paper-to-EDI conversion

Reduce Costs, Increase Efficiencies with Seamless Document Management  
HeC’s enterprise-class integrated document management solution makes EOB processing a snap.  IDM 
manages virtually every kind of document and is built upon a highly evolved web-enabled, client server 
architecture that leverages the openness and scalability of databases like Oracle and Microsoft SQL 
Server to deliver high performance solutions.  Further benefits include:

•  Dedicated Image Hosting - HeC also provides image hosting services 
in addition to deployed systems

•  Simple, Scalable Document Access - the HeC interface offers several 
methods of retrieval, including the ability to access documents 
directly from your line of business application.

No-Sweat Indexing 
Avoid the costly, labor-intensive portion of a document management system implementation--scanning 
and indexing.  HeC offers the unique combination of outsourced data capture and document management 
integration and support.

Step-Up Conversion to EDI  
Taking the data capture process to the next level, HeC can also perform full data capture from EOBs 
and convert the form data to a proprietary or standard format, including HIPAA compliant 835 format, for 
downstream processing.  Manual posting is greatly reduced or even eliminated.

Discover how less can be more…See how Health eConnex can eliminate your paperwork hassles.

WHEN IS LESS…MORE?  When Health eConnex eliminates paperwork hassles
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